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At the start of my journey into the uncharted territory of
synthetic molecular motors I consider it apt to emphasize the
joy of discovery that I have experienced through synthetic
chemistry. The molecular beauty, structural diversity and
ingenious functions of the machinery of life,[1, 2] which evolved
from a remarkably limited repertoire of building blocks,
offers a tremendous source of inspiration to the synthetic
chemist entering the field of dynamic molecular systems.
However, far beyond NatureQs designs, the creative power of
synthetic chemistry provides unlimited opportunities to
realize our own molecular world as we experience every
day with products ranging from the drugs to the displays that
sustain modern society. In their practice of the art of building
small, synthetic chemists have shown amazing successes in the
total synthesis of natural products,[3] the design of enantiose-
lective catalysts[4] and the assembly of functional materials,[5]

to mention but a few of the developments seen over the past
decades. Beyond chemistryQs contemporary frontiers, moving
from molecules to dynamic molecular systems, the molecular
explorer faces the fundamental challenge of how to control
and use motion at the nano-scale.[6] In considering our first
successful, albeit primitive, steps in this endeavor, my
thoughts often turn to the Wright brothers and their
demonstration of a flying airplane at Kitty Hawk on the
17th of December 1903.[7] Why does mankind need to fly?
Why do we need molecular motors or machines? Nobody
would have predicted that in the future one would build
passenger planes each carrying several hundred people at
close to the speed of sound between continents. While
admiring the elegance of a flying bird, the materials and
flying principle of the entirely artificial airplane is quintes-
sentially distinct from NatureQs designs. Despite the fabulous
advances in science and engineering over the past century,
manifested most clearly by modern aircraft, we are never-
theless humbled by the realization that we still cannot
synthesize a bird, a single cell of the bird or even one of its
complex biological machines.

It is fascinating to realize that molecular motors are
omnipresent in living systems and key to almost every
essential process ranging from transport to cell division,
muscle motion and the generation of the ATP that fuels life
processes.[8] In the macroscopic world it is hard to imagine
daily life without our engines and machines, although drawing
analogies between these mechanical machines and biological
motors is largely inappropriate. In particular the effect of

length scales should be emphasized when comparing for
instance a robot in a car manufacturing plant and the
biological robot ATPase. While in the first case size,
momentum, inertia and force are important parameters, in
the world of molecular machines non-covalent interactions,
conformational flexibility, viscosity, chemical reactivity dom-
inate dynamic function.[9] In addition, when operating at low
Reynolds numbers, we go beyond the question “How to
achieve motion?” and face the question “How to control
motion”? In the molecular world where Brownian motion
rules and noting that biological motors commonly operate as
Brownian ratchets,[10] the design of molecular systems with
precisely defined translational and rotary motion is the main
challenge.[11]

Making the leap from molecules to dynamic molecular
systems while drawing lessons from life itself, an important
challenge ultimately is to achieve out-of-equilibrium phe-
nomena. Molecular switches and motors are perfectly suited
to introduce dynamic behavior, reach metastable states and
drive molecular systems away from thermal equilibrium. We
focused on three key aspects: triggering and switching,
dynamic self-assembly and organization, and molecular
motion, with a future perspective directed towards responsive
materials, smart drugs and molecular machines among others.

Molecular Switches

Chiroptical Molecular Switches and Information Storage

In our initial attempts to design molecules with the
intrinsic dynamic functions that ultimately evolved into
molecular rotary motors, we took inspiration from the process
of vision.[12] This amazing natural responsive process is based
on an elementary chemical step, the photochemical cis–trans
isomerization around a carbon–carbon double bond in the
retinal chromophore (Figure 1a). We envisioned the explora-
tion of this simple switching process in the design of molecular
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information storage units and responsive elements in dynamic
molecular systems and materials. Although molecular bi-
stability can be induced by various input signals including
light, redox reactions, pH changes, metal ion binding, temper-
ature, and chemical stimuli, the use of photochemical switch-
ing has distinct advantages as it is a non-invasive process with
high spatial-temporal precision.[13] Building on seminal work
by Hirshberg on azobenzenes,[14] Heller on fulgides,[15] Irie on
diarylethylenes[16] and others,[17] numerous photochromic
molecules have been explored in recent years in our group
to achieve responsive function, including control of optical
and electronic properties of materials,[18] supramolecular
assembly processes[19, 25] and biological function.[20]

In our journey towards bistable molecules with excellent
photoreversibility and high fatigue resistance, we focused on
the synthesis of chiral overcrowded alkenes (Figure 1b).[21]

Non-destructive read-out of state is a central aspect of any
potential molecular information storage system, and was
addressed by taking advantage of the distinct right (P)- and
left (M)-handed helicities in this system, enabling read-out by
chiroptical techniques far outside the switching regime. The
interconversion between two isomers with distinct chirality,
that is, a chiroptical molecular switch, defines a zero/one
digital optical information storage system at the molecular
level. Although high-density optical information storage
materials based on this approach are prospectful, the
fundamental challenge of addressing individual molecules at
the nanoscale in a closely packed assembly in an all-optical
device, remains to be solved despite the spectacular advances
in single-molecule detection techniques seen over the last
decades.[22]

At this point it is appropriate to emphasize two aspects of
these studies. Firstly the chiral overcrowded alkenes that
formed the basis for the chiroptical molecular switches have
their genesis in my Ph.D. studies under the guidance of Hans
Wijnberg on biaryl atropisomers. The idea that twisted olefins
might show atropisomerism was explored, using the then
recently invented McMurry coupling reaction, in the synthesis
of cis- and trans-isomers of inherently dissymmetric over-

crowded alkenes (see Figure 2 for
a time line).[23] The realization that
these novel structures had an intrin-
sic chiral stilbene type chromo-
phore that was immune from the
notorious photo-cyclization seen in
stilbenes, provided a stepping stone
more than a decade later to chirop-
tical switches and two decades later
to light-driven rotary molecular
motors. Secondly, with the photo-
isomerization of these chiral over-
crowded alkenes, reported in
1991,[24] we demonstrated that con-
trolled clockwise or counterclock-
wise motion in either direction of
one half of the molecule with
respect to the other half was ach-
ieved simply by changing the wave-
length of irradiation. Control of

directionality of rotary motion was key to the later develop-
ment of molecular rotary motors. The photoresponsive over-
crowded alkenes were used as chiral dopants in mesoscopic
materials to achieve chiroptical switching between cholesteric
liquid crystal phases,[25] as well as control elements for
molecular rotors[26] and for photoswitching the handedness
in circular polarized luminescence.[27]

The wavelengths of switching and the stereoselectivity of
the isomerization process were tuned for instance via donor–
acceptor substituents. In a series of studies together with the
group of Harada at Tohoku University, we established the
chiroptical properties, absolute configuration and racemiza-
tion pathways of biphenanthrylidenes.[28] An important mile-
stone was our discovery of dynamic control and amplification
of molecular chirality by circular polarized light (CPL).[25]

Here CPL irradiation shifted the equilibrium between P or M
helices of chiroptical switches to achieve a tiny chiral
imbalance that was amplified through formation of a twisted
nematic liquid crystalline phase. This discovery strengthened
the idea that unidirectional rotary motion was in principle
possible using CPL irradiation although, on the basis of the
Kuhn anisotropy factor for such systems, the efficiency and
directionality parameter will be very low.[29]

Responsive Materials and Self-Assembly

Molecular switches offer tremendous opportunities to
introduce dynamic behavior into materials and as part of our
program on responsive functions, over the past 30 years, we
have explored a wide variety of both photochemical and
redox switches far beyond the initial chiral overcrowded
alkenes. The few examples discussed here illustrate the
potential in areas ranging from soft materials to biomedical
applications. Modulation of electronic properties through
photoswitching has potential in integrating optics and elec-
tronics in molecular-based devices provided that the molec-
ular components operate properly when incorporated in
semiconductor-based systems. For instance, self-assembly of

Figure 1. Optical switching systems based on bistable molecules. a) Retinal photoisomerization in
the process of vision. b) Chiroptical molecular switch based on overcrowded alkenes as a molecular
information storage system.
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diarylethene photo-switches in mechanically controlled
breakjunctions enabled single-molecule opto-electronic
switching, albeit that bistability was initially compromised.[19]

In a later designs large array devices were fabricated using an
inorganic semiconductor and conducting polymer hybrid
system in combination with monolayers of photo-switches.[30]

In the bottom-up approach to molecular electronics[31]

numerous other approaches have been explored.[32] The
pioneering work by the Heath and Stoddart team on rotaxane
based devices[33] and the use of alternative switches such as
azobenzenes and spiropyrans spring immediately to mind.[34]

It is now apparent that photo- and redox-switchable mole-
cules are a fertile test ground for potential information
storage, sensing, molecular electronics, imaging and respon-
sive optical systems and smart materials.

The introduction of optical switches in components that
are designed to undergo self-assembly allows the construction
of supramolecular systems that can adapt and reconfigure in
response to an external light signal. For instance a photo- and
redox-active bisthioxanthylidene unit formed the core of
amphiphiles specifically designed to form highly stable nano-
tubes (Figure 3a). Following this approach, self-assembled

multicomponent nano-objects, that is, vesicle-capped nano-
tubes and vesicles embedded in nanotubes, were obtained and
the disassembly of these responsive supramolecular systems
can be controlled by with light.[35] Slight structural modifica-
tion of these photo-responsive amphiphiles resulted in
bidirectional optical control of surface tension in Langmuir
layers.[36] Taking this design a step further we have recently
used overcrowded alkenes to achieve nanotube to vesicle to
vesicle to nanotube transitions illustrating a more complex
adaptive behavior as the system is responding to light and
heat in a fully reversible behavior (Figure 3b).[37] Small-
molecule gelators are another class of fascinating structures
which we studied in the context of responsive self-assembly.
For instance, bisamide-based gelators with diarylethene
photoswitchable core units allowed modulation between
several distinct gel states.[19, 38] An intriguing aspect of these
light-responsive gels is the observation of metastable aggre-
gates that are formed in a non-invasive manner (in response
to irradiation with light) setting a stage for out-of-equilibrium
assembly of soft materials. Embedding intrinsic switching
functions in supramolecular systems and macromolecules will
likely provide fascinating opportunities for responsive mate-

Figure 2. Journey of discovery from the chiral overcrowded alkene in 1977 that led to the light-driven molecular rotary motor in 1999 and the
presentation of the first electric car (designed at the University of Groningen in 1835 by Professor Sibrandus Stratingh) and the molecular nanocar
(developed in 2011) to the Nobel museum in Stockholm.
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rials and smart surfaces for future applications such as drug
delivery, cell growth or responsive coatings.

The construction of a nano-valve by which we might be
able to control transport through artificial membranes or
deliver on demand molecules from vesicles or other capsules
was another appealing target in our program on molecular
switches. Towards this goal we focused on the mechanosensi-
tive channel MscL protein complex of large conductance from
the cell membrane of E. coli (Figure 4).[39] This pentamer
peptide system is sensitive to osmotic pressure opening a 3–
4 nm pore allowing material to flow out of the cell
preventing cell damage. Using genetic modifica-
tion five cysteine moieties were introduced at
specific sites in the constriction zone of the protein
complex and the thiol moieties enabled the attach-
ment of photoswitches. After initial failures to
achieve a proper response in the biohybrid system
we focused on spiropyran photoswitches. The
reasoning was that light-induced switching resulted
in opening of the rigid spiropyran units to the
zwitterionic and more flexible merocyanine form
simultaneously enhancing hydrophilicity. Electro-
static repulsion of the five zwitterionic units and
the enhanced propensity to recruit water molecules
near the constriction zone of the protein complex
was anticipated to result in sufficient conforma-
tional change to open the pore of the MscL protein
complex. The successful incorporation of the
spiropyran photochromic units and the proper
functioning of the photo-switches in the modified
MscL protein was readily demonstrated but it
required extensive electrophysiology studies using

patch-clamp techniques to establish photochemi-
cally induced opening and closing (using distinct
wavelengths of light) of the MscL nanopore. The
critical test came with a system in which the
photoresponsive MscL hybrid was embedded in
the membrane of a giant vesicle. Calcein efflux
measurements showed transport out of vesicles
upon triggering with light and proper functioning
of the modified MscL as a photoresponsive nano-
valve was demonstrated. Follow-up studies
focused on pH-sensitive MscL channels[40] and
the incorporation of photoswitches in Sec-Y
channels to control protein transport through
membranes with light.[41] The ability to control
molecular transport from capsules, such as the
vesicles discussed here, through photoresponsive
nanopores provides ample opportunities to design
responsive systems for controlling drug delivery or
self-healing materials.

Photopharmacology

Light offers superb opportunities as a non-
invasive regulatory element in biological and
biomedical applications. With a variety of molec-
ular photo-switches available a novel approach to

control drug activity dynamically is within reach with the
potential to bypass key issues associated with drug selectiv-
ity.[20, 42,43] Light can be delivered with high spatial temporal
precision, a key feature for tuning the action of bioactive
molecules. It shows a high degree of orthogonality and usually
low toxicity which are attractive aspects in order to regulate
biological processes. By adjusting wavelength and intensity,
switching processes can be readily controlled in a quantitative
manner. The term photopharmacology was coined for this
approach,[42] as it is based on small-molecule bioactive

Figure 3. Light-responsive self-assembled nanoobjects. a) Bisthioxanthylidene-based
amphiphiles that self-assemble into nanotubes and vesicle-capped nanotubes.
b) Overcrowded alkene-based amphiphiles that can undergo nanotube to vesicle to
vesicle to nanotube transitions.

Figure 4. Giant vesicle with photoresponsive nanopore based on engineered MscL
protein complex with intrinsic spiropyran photochromic units as delivery system.
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compounds with intrinsic photoswitchable functions; indeed
a drug that can be activated/eactivated with light (Figure 5).
Of course a clear perspective on photopharmacology neces-
sitates the realization that light-responsive molecules have
seen extensive application in biomedicine. Photodynamic
therapy and the use of sophisticated fluorescence imaging
techniques are now routine in the clinic while optogenetics, in
particular for the control of neural functions, and photo-
cleavable groups to activate prodrugs for precision therapy
offer exciting opportunities.

Antibiotic resistance is an increasingly urgent global
societal problem with many strategies now being pursued to
overcome and avoid it. The conceptual approach we took was
to switch antibiotic activity on (cis-isomer) and off (trans-
isomer) using light by incorporated azobenzene switching
motifs in quinolone-based broad spectrum antibiotics.[44] This
design enabled the photo-activation of the responsive anti-
biotic and was demonstrated in patterning of bacterial growth
on plates using photomask techniques. The wealth of
experience the organic photochromism community has built
up over the last century is essential in such efforts, with
rational tuning of the thermal stability of the cis-isomer
through structural modifications to allow time taken to switch
back to the off state to be controlled precisely. The proof of
principle of light-activated antibiotics offers the prospect of
enhanced efficacy by high-precision treatment at the point of
infection and avoiding the harmful effects of antibiotics to
beneficial bacteria in the organism. Arguably a more impor-
tant possibility is that antibiotic activity is automatically
switched off within a given time after treatment providing an
unconventional way to fight build-up of bacterial resistance
towards antibiotics.

Having established the principle of photoswitchable anti-
biotics and applying this to patterning of bacterial growth
using photomask techniques, we were excited by the prospect
of non-invasive interference with bacterial communication.[45]

Bacteria rely on communication through quorum sensing
(QS) to synchronize the gene expression processes that are
essential for, e.g., biofilm formation. We incorporated azo-
benzene photochromic units in N-acyl homoserine lactones,
which are an important class of small molecule QS auto-
inducers that play a role in the communication system of
Gram-negative bacteria. Two switchable QS molecules were
identified that show opposite effects under UV-irradiation in
bioluminescence assays with E. coli ; either gaining or losing
QS activity upon trans–cis isomerization of the azobenzene
unit. These compounds were also used to control the
expression of virulence genes in Pseudomonas aeruginosa
by light. These findings offer a new approach to control
bacterial growth and biofilm formation.

Photodynamic therapy has a long history in oncology,
primarily through singlet-oxygen generation strategies. Pho-
toresponsive antitumor agents where the use of light is
combined with molecular switching of drug activity, we
imagined could offer tremendous opportunities for precision
therapy through control of drug function. As a proof of
principle study we focused on Bortezomib, a chemotherapeu-
tic agent in clinical use, which was modified with an
azobenzene motif.[46] The biological activity could be switched

between strong (trans-isomer) and weak (cis-isomer) protea-
some inhibition using UV and visible light, respectively.
Instead of switching antitumor activity off with light a much
more desired function is on-switching of biological activity.
This was realized with an azobenzene-modified version of
SAHA, a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor used in anti-
cancer chemotherapy.[47] Here the photochemically accessible
less stable cis-isomer is nearly as active (in vitro) as the
clinically applied drug and it reverts to the inactive form;
either by visible light irradiation or a thermal isomerization
process, the rate of which can be controlled by molecular
design. These approaches could provide unconventional
solutions to mitigate the often severe side effects of com-
monly used chemotheurapeutic agents. A particular attractive
scenario is to directly use the information acquired by modern
imaging techniques to guide the light-activation of the
switchable chemotherapeutic agent for high-precision treat-
ment of, e.g., inaccessible and small tumors. Of course, it
should be emphasized that, prior to clinical use of such drug
switching strategies, many hurdles need to be overcome.

We identified several of the challenges including high drug
efficacy of photoresponsive analogs, drug delivery and, most

Figure 5. a) Photopharmacology, on-off switching of the biological
activity of a small-molecule drug. b) A ciprofloxacin-based photores-
ponsive antibiotic. c) Patterning of bacterial growth and photorespon-
sive analogue of Bortezomib proteasome inhibitor.
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importantly, the wavelengths of light that need to be applied,
that is, irradiation with visible/near-infrared light is needed to
avoid side effects and enable deep tissue penetration.
Recently several groups focused on the design of photo-
switches that operate in the therapeutic window of interest in
biomedical applications.[48] Using such principles we have
designed potent photoswitchable mast cell inhibitors[49] while
other groups have reported photoswitchable nociception,
human carbonic anhydrase inhibition, cell division and
control of neural processes among others demonstrating the
broad scope and potential of photopharmacology.[42, 43, 50] A
next step in addressing future challenges and arriving at more
effective medical therapies might be the design of more
complex responsive systems in which sensing, transport and
delivery and therapeutic action are combined and with
multiple functions that can be addressed orthogonally with
external stimuli. Recently, we have taken the first steps
towards highly selective orthogonal control in multifunctional
systems using photocleavable or photoswitchable groups.[51] It
should be emphasized that there are ample opportunities to
combine photochemical switches with various other switching
functions. The non-invasive up- and down-regulation of
competitive chemical and biological pathways in complex
(bio-)molecular networks will open fascinating opportunities
in chemical biology and the study of dynamic molecular
systems.[50]

Molecular Motors

Our work on chiral overcrowded alkenes[23] and chirop-
tical molecular switches[24] paved the way for the discovery of
the first light-driven unidirectional rotary motor[52] (see time
line in Figure 2). Chirality is central to function, and it is
pertinent that a few lines are devoted to the magnificent
phenomenon that is stereochemis-
try, which has fascinated me over
my entire scientific career. Standing
on the shoulders of the first Nobel
laureate in chemistry Jacobus
vanQt Hoff who, together with
LeBel, was a founding father of
stereochemistry, and taking inspira-
tion from scholars such as Cram,
Mislow, Prelog, Wijnberg and Eliel,
I was driven to explore chirality as
a handle to control structure and
function ranging from asymmetric
catalysis to molecular machines.
Here again mother nature sets the
stage, with homochirality playing
a central role in its essential mole-
cules as emphasized by Albert
Eschenmoser, “Chirality is a Signa-
ture of Life”. To build a molecular
rotary motor the fundamental ques-
tions we were facing was how to
induce rotary motion and how to
control right- (clockwise) or left-

(counterclockwise) handed rotation at the nanoscale. The
unique stereochemistry of the motor molecules allowed us to
continue our exploration in the right direction.

First-Generation Light-Driven Rotary Motors

The first light-driven unidirectional rotary motor reported
in 1999, shown in Figure 6, has two distinct stereochemical
elements: a helical structure (P or M helicity as in the
chiroptical switches) and stereocenters (R or S) both in upper
and lower halves[52] The methyl substituents, originally
introduced for the purpose of absolute stereochemical
determination, can adopt a pseudo-axial or pseudo-equatorial
orientation. Photochemical switching experiments revealed
a surprising result: helix inversion as detected by CD
spectroscopy was commonly associated with trans–cis isomer-
ization in our chiroptical switches but in this case CD
measurements indicated the same helicity for starting mate-
rial and product. NMR, chiroptical and kinetic studies,
supported by calculations, revealed “the missing isomer”
and a sequential process of photoisomerization from stable
trans to unstable cis followed by a thermal helix inversion to
stable cis. We could show that the photochemically generated
unstable cis-isomer has the methyl groups in a sterically
crowded pseudo-equatorial orientation and by helix inversion
restoring the pseudo-axial orientation, strain is relieved. With
this serendipitous discovery of a 18088 unidirectional rotary
process, based on energetically uphill photochemical alkene
isomerization followed by an energetically downhill thermal
helix inversion, we quickly realized that a full unidirectional
rotary cycle was in reach by simply repeating the two step
process. The combination of four steps, two ultrafast photo-
chemical steps[6, 53] each followed by a rate-determining
thermal step, add up to a 36088 unidirectional rotary cycle

Figure 6. First-generation light-driven rotary molecular motor and four stage rotary cycle.
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that can be repeated many times. This system has all
characteristics of a power-stroke rotary motor;[6,52] rotary
motion is achieved, fueled by light energy, shows control over
directionality, and is a repetitive rotary process.

It is interesting to note here that the mechanism of the
Anabaena sensory rhodopsin photoresponsive systems is
closely related to that of our synthetic motor as revealed
recently by the team lead by Olivucci.[54] Again two olefin
photoisomerizations and two thermal interconversions of
helical conformations are involved in a four step rotary cycle
in this biological realization of a rotary molecular motor
emphasizing NatureQs seemingly limitless number of elegant
designs towards achieving complex functions. After our initial
discovery a large number of first-generation rotary motors
were synthesized in our group[55] in order to enhance rotary
speed, shift absorption wavelengths into the visible region and
attach functional groups.[6, 56] Through systematic change in
steric parameters, especially by widening the “fjord region” to
facilitate the rate-determining thermal helix inversion and by
changing the size of the substituents at the stereogenic
centers, the rotary speed was enhanced from one cycle per
hour to seconds. However, it should be noted at this stage that
overall rotary speeds and efficiency of light-driven molecular
motors are strongly dependent on parameters such as energy
input, quantum yield, medium effects and surface confine-
ment.

An important issue we were facing in view of potential
application of these rotary motors controlling function is to
what extent the medium and size will affect rotary behavior.
A series of first-generation motors with pendant rods of
different lengths and flexibility were prepared and kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters of the thermal isomerization
processes determined.[57] These studies revealed that solvent
viscosity is the dominant factor showing strong retardation for
longer rigid arms. Analysis of the fraction of the molecule
involved in the rotary process in terms of free volume model
and solvent displacement shows a rather exceptionally high
alpha factor for these motors. Extending these studies to
excited-state dynamics of the photochemical isomerization
process, in cooperation with the teams led by Meech and
Browne, confirmed that isomerization and relaxation to the
ground state is largely polarity-independent but governed by
solvent viscosity.[53]

Molecular motors are perfectly suited to drive systems far
from equilibrium. Recently, we developed motor-driven
responsive self-assembled helicates that can reconfigure
between distinct supramolecular states. Taking inspiration
from the self-assembled double-stranded copper helicates
pioneered by Lehn, we have introduced functional rod-like
(oligo-)bipyridine ligands to the first-generation motors.[58]

Upon copper(I) binding both monomer and oligomer copper
helicates are obtained and photochemical and thermal
isomerization processes enable interconversion between
different aggregation states and helicities in these complex
dynamic assemblies.

Second-Generation Light-Driven Rotary Motors

As the two thermal isomerization steps in the first
generation motors typically have very distinct barriers, we
designed a large series of second generation motors to achieve
more uniform rotary behavior and to facilitate chemical
modification.[59] A single stereocenter is present in the upper
half of these systems and, as in the first generation motors,
photochemical isomerization around the double bond axle
generates an unstable isomer with the methyl substituent in
a higher energy pseudo-equatorial conformation. Strain is
released in the subsequent thermal isomerization with the
methyl group again adopting a favorable pseudo-axial
orientation. It was highly rewarding and an essential point
in our motor program, to establish that a single stereogenic
center bearing a small methyl substituent is sufficient to
govern a unidirectional rotary cycle feature four helix
inversion steps and four pseudo-enantiomeric states as
revealed by NMR and CD spectroscopy. In the second-
generation motor design, the lower stator half is derived from
a symmetric (except for substituents) tricyclic unit, which
offers distinct advantages. First, the barrier for helix inversion
is nearly the same in both thermal steps of the rotary cycle
drastically reducing complexity in our efforts to accelerate
overall rotation rates. Second, the inherent difference
between stator and rotor facilities selective functionalization,
for instance, for surface assembly (see below). A third
important aspect is that both rotor and stator parts can be
synthesized independently, which proved especially impor-
tant for the synthesis of complex (functional) motors. This
also allowed the use of the Barton–Kellogg modification of
a Staudinger diazo-thioketone olefination as the method of
choice for the late-stage introduction of the sterically
demanding central double bond (rotary axle) in the total
synthesis. Using various classes of second-generation motors
a systematic structural variation was performed to elucidate
parameters that govern rotary speed.[60] The example of
fluorene-based second-generation motors is illustrative for
the accelerations that can be achieved by modification of ring
size and substituents resulting in a motor with a half-life of
5.7 ms at room temperature (Figure 7).

Recently we introduced an alternative way to control the
rotary speed of molecular motors by replacing the fluorene
stator part by introducing a 4,5-diazafluorenyl ligand
moiety.[61] This allowed binding of metal ions of different
sizes and as a consequence of metal coordination the bond
angles change as well as the barrier for thermal helix
inversion. Fine tuning of rotary speed upon binding of
metals of different sizes had the additional benefit that we
can induce photoisomerization with visible light.

A different approach to achieve visible-light driven
molecular motors was to use metalloporphyrin sensitizers,
including a Pd-porphyrin covalently attached as an antenna to
the motor, taking advantage of inter- or intra-molecular
energy transfer to drive rotary motion.[62]
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Dynamic Control of Function

We considered that a key next challenge in our motor
program, on the way to molecular machine-like behavior, was
how to dynamically control function and allow specific tasks
to be performed. The structure of first- and second-generation
motors is particular suited to the introduction of functional
groups that allow, e.g., physical properties, distance, cooper-
ativity and stereochemistry to be modulated in a directional
and sequence controlled manner. An illustrative example of
a responsive chiral catalyst based on a rotary motor is shown
in Figure 8,[63] which was inspired by JacobsenQs chiral
organocatalysts with DMAP and thiourea moieties intro-
duced in the trans-isomer of a specific first-generation motor.

Here, the hydrogen donor and acceptor moieties do not
cooperate effectively resulting in low catalyst activity and
a racemic product of a thiol 1,4-addition. Irradiation results in
the formation of the cis-isomer with M-helicity and the
catalytic moieties can cooperate. As a consequence catalytic
activity is dramatically enhanced as well as preferential
formation of the R-product enantiomer. The next thermal
step in the rotary cycle leads to cis-isomer with P-helicity and

the S-enantiomer of product of the catalytic reaction. In this
case the motor-based chiral organocatalyst functions as
a multi-state switch allowing not only the modulation of
catalytic activity but also formation of racemic (R,S) or either
enantiomer (R and S) in a sequence-dependent manner. The
sequence of events is strictly controlled by the clockwise or
counter-clockwise rotation of the motor unit. These concepts
were subsequently extended in the design of responsive
organocatalysts for asymmetric Michael and Henry reac-
tions.[64] An important next step was the proof of concept of
switchable chiral phosphines based on rotary motors as shown
in highly enantioselective Pd-catalyzed desymmetrization
reactions.[65] Again depending on an external input signal
(light or heat) distinct product stereoisomers are accessible
with a single (responsive) catalyst. Bringing the principle of
switchable chiral catalysts in the realm of transition metal
catalysis opens many new avenues including multitasking and
cascade transformations, adaptive and responsive behavior
and ultimately up/down-regulation of catalytic activity in
complex catalytic networks. It should be noted that dynamic
control of function is not limited to catalysis as we demon-
strated for instance in modulation of spin–spin interactions,[66]

fluorescence,[67] gel[68] and amyloid fiber formation,[69] chiral
recognition, and phosphate binding.[70] The recent demon-
stration of intramolecular cargo transport[70] and a variety of
other mechanical tasks elegantly shown by the Sauvage,
Stoddart, Leigh, Guiseppone, Harada and Aida groups and
others, illustrate the potential of molecular machine-like
functions.

Motion at Different Length Scales

A major part of our research program on molecular
motors has been devoted to the control, use and visualization
of motion at different length scales (Figure 9). As is evident

from the ATPase rotary motor embedded in the
cell membrane and myosins moving along actin
filaments, most biological motors operate at
interfaces. We considered as a crucial step in the
design of molecular devices based on rotary
motors their assembly on surfaces and interfacing
to macroscopic systems. Second generation
motors are particularly suited as the stator part
allows the introduction of various “legs” for
surface anchoring leaving the rotor part free to
undergo light-driven rotary motion (Figure 9).[71]

Our initial attempts with short legs and thiol
groups for self-assembly on Au failed due to
quenching of the excited state isomerization
pathways of the motor by the surface but
extending the legs with hydrocarbon moieties
(lifting the motor from the surface) solved the
problem. The presence of two legs prevented
uncontrolled motion of the entire motor molecule
while sufficient conformational flexibility
allowed uncompromised rotor movement. This
design enabled self-assembly of rotary motors on
Au nanoparticles and flat Au surfaces resulting in

Figure 7. a) Second-generation rotary molecular motor. b) Visible light
driven RuII-bipyridine based second-generation motor.

Figure 8. Dynamic control of chiral space in a molecular motor-based organo-
catalyst.
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our first “nanoscale windmill park” powered by light.[72] It was
also the basis for several years of synthesis and surface science
studies in order to design a variety of responsive interfaces.
This included the assembly of motors in azimuthal and
altitudinal orientations on quartz, Au, etc. and the anchoring
with bis-, tris-, or tetrapodal units to the surface to control
rigidity, orientation with respect to the surface and spacing
between individual motors on the surface. The surface bound
motor shown in Figure 9 illustrates the concept elegantly; the
tripodal anchoring, its size and the altitudinal orientation
enables not only proper functioning of individual motors but
also dynamic orientation of the hydrophobic perfluoroalkyl
moiety towards or away from the surface. In this way
photoresponsive behavior of the surface is readily achieved
and precisely controlled, allowing both thickness and surface
wettability to be modulated by light.[73] Currently we are
investigating the rotary function of individual motors assem-
bled on surfaces, using single-molecule fluorescent tech-
niques, to mimic the elegant experiments on visualization of
rotation motion of the single ATPase protein motors.[74]

Our next goal was the amplification of motion from the
molecular to the mesoscopic and microscopic level. Over-
crowded alkene-based rotary motors, due to their inherent
dissymmetric structure and helical chirality, turned out to be
excellent chiral dopants for nematic liquid crystal (LC)
materials. Twisted nematic (cholesteric) LC films were
obtained using small amounts (1 wt. %) of rotary motors
and upon irradiation the change in helical chirality of the
motors was amplified to induce dynamic changes in the
supramolecular organization in the mesoscopic film as well as
the surface structure at the LC–air interface. These responsive
LC films allowed color change through the entire visible
spectrum (color pixel formation) and rotation of micro-
objects floating on its soft surface in a unidirectional sense

when illuminated, resulting in
an amplification over four
orders of magnitude.[75] These
discoveries marked a milestone
in our motor research; for the
first time we observed the
manifestation of autonomous
rotary motion with the naked
eye induced by the dynamic
function of a molecular rotary
motor. It also laid the founda-
tion for dynamic reorganiza-
tion inside and at the surface of
LC micro-droplets triggered by
light.[76]

A second approach to
amplify motion is via dynamic
macromolecules with the per-
spective to design responsive
and mechanical polymer mate-
rials that is, fibers, networks,
gels and films. For instance
amide-functionalized second-
generation motors were
applied as initiators in the

polymerization of hexylisocyanate to provide a photorespon-
sive helical polymer.[77] Upon irradiation, the unidirectional
rotary cycle of the single motor unit at the terminus of the
polymer, induces helix reversals in the polymer chain. This
amplification of motion mimics a kind of flagellar function
while continuous irradiation drives the system to a steady
state out-of-equilibrium. Large array surface patterning by
self-assembly and responsive polymer LC films were obtained
depending on the anchoring position of rotor and stator to the
helical polymer chain. This design allows the transmission of
motion and helical chirality over different length scales for
example, from the molecular, to macroscopic and finally
mesoscopic hierarchical level. The use of rotary motors in
polymer gel networks by Giuseppone, is another elegant
example showing the potential of molecular motors control-
ling mechanical functions in soft materials.[78]

From Rotary Motion to Translational Motion

The idea of building a “four-wheel-drive molecular nano-
car” started at the point where we were confronted with two
fundamental questions: 1) how to demonstrate single mole-
cule motion? 2) How to convert rotary motion into transla-
tional motion? At the start of our lengthy journey, that
ultimately resulted in the realization of a nanocar moving
autonomous over a Cu surface, critical design features that we
explored were a rather rigid frame with four second-
generation rotary motor units functioning as “wheels”
(Figure 10).[79] We envisioned cooperativity of the motors
which, due to their helical structure, also could lift the entire
molecule a little from the surface, but sufficient to overcome
the strong adhesive interactions. In a combined effort with the
Ernst group at EMPA Zurich it was found that electrical

Figure 9. Control of motion across different length scales.
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excitation with an STM tip (at low temperature) of the meso-
(R,S-R,S) isomer of the nano-car deposited on a Cu(111)-
surface induced propulsion over the surface along a more or
less linear trajectory. Changing the stereochemistry of the
“wheels” a single enantiomer of the nano-car was prepared
with all the motor units having the same (R,R-R,R)-chirality.
Now the motion on the surface changed from more linear to
random or rotary motion without significant translation in
accordance with expectation on the basis of symmetry
considerations (see below). It should be noted that molecular
modeling indicates a “walking-type” of motion for the nano-
car reminiscent of the movement of kinesin proteins motors
on actin filaments. Exploring these molecular propulsion
systems we demonstrated intrinsic motor function, coopera-
tive action, autonomous movement on electrical excitation
and control to some extend of directionality of movement at
the single molecule level. With these findings the stage is set
for autonomous directional movement along tracks and cargo
transport.

These results brought us also to another fundamental
question: Is intrinsic molecular chirality needed to achieve
unidirectional motion in a molecular rotary motor? To avoid
an equal probability of clockwise and counterclockwise
rotation around a single rotary axle connecting stator and
rotor, our rotary motors rely on the chirality of the
system.[52, 59, 60] It should be remembered that in a mechanically
interlocked system directionality in rotary motion has been
achieved due to a specific sequence of chemical steps[80] while
a non-symmetric environment can govern directionality in
surface-assembled rotors.[81] In the overcrowded alkene

motors the directionality of rotary motion is controlled by
point chirality as it dictates the thermodynamically prefered
helical chirality. To guide our design of third-generation
motors we started with symmetry considerations of rotary
motion at macroscopic length scales, e.g., the disrotary
motion of two (car) wheels on an axle (Figure 10).[82] The
directionality of rotary motion from an observer at the
symmetry plane is opposite while, despite the entire system
being symmetric (Cs, with a mirror plane of symmetry), the
rotary motion of the two wheels on an axle with respect to the
surrounding is identical (e.g., both forward rotation for an
external observer) enabling concerted rotary motion to
induce directional linear motion. Translating these symmetry
considerations to a stereochemical design featuring two
integrated rotor moieties in a meso compound, we demon-
strated that a symmetric (achiral) light-driven molecular
motor is indeed feasible. In the presence of a pseudo-
asymmetric carbon atom bearing a methyl and fluor sub-
stituent, which proved to be of sufficiently different size to
govern directionality, exclusive disrotary motion of two
appending rotor moieties was achieved. Besides providing
important insight in how to control nanoscale movement
these third-generation motors are particular suited to build
molecular dragsters and responsive materials.

Catalytic Motors and Propulsion Systems

Although our research started with light-induced switch-
ing and motion, inspired by the process of vision, part of our
program has been devoted to catalytic motors and propulsion
systems. Typically biological motors such as ATPase, kinesin
or the bacterial flagella motors rely on catalysis, converting
the chemical fuel ATP into kinetic energy. Proof of principle
of a chemical driven rotary motor was demonstrated with the
biaryl rotor system shown in Figure 11. The underlying
dynamic stereochemical features are: First, hindered rotation
in a tetrasubstituted biaryl prevents interconversion of
enantiomers, although there is sufficient conformational
freedom in the molecule to position ortho-substituents at
the two aryl units in proximity or remote from each other.
Second there is a sufficiently low barrier for helical inter-
conversion via a planar transition state of the lactone-bridged
biaryl. Using asymmetric CBS oxaborolidine catalyzed ring-
opening of the lactone as the key step governing > 90%
unidirectionality and a sequence of orthogonal (de-)protec-
tion steps a four stage unidirectional rotary cycle was
accomplished.[83] Although not yet fully catalytic, an addi-
tional benefit of this system is that the direction of rotary
motion can be reversed by simply switching the chirality of
the catalyst. Recently we have extended these basic principles
of control of dynamic stereochemistry in combination with
chemical driven directional motion in a biaryl motor to
a metal-mediated system.[84] The presence of both axial
chirality and a stereogenic center in combination with Pd0,
PdII redox cycles enabled for the first time unidirectional
rotary motion induced by sequential transition metal cata-
lyzed conversions of chemical fuels. Autonomous transla-
tional motion based on the catalytic conversion of chemical

Figure 10. a) Four-wheel drive molecular car based on rotary motors;
models, molecular structure and STM image. b) Third-generation
symmetric molecular motor.
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fuels was also achieved. In contrast to the use of metal-based
micro/nano-rods for hydrogen peroxide decomposition, as
shown by Whitesides and others[85] to achieve autonomous
propulsion, we followed a molecular approach. For instance
bimetallic Mn-catalysts were designed as functional mimics of
the active site of catalase enzymes followed by covalent

attachment of these catalysts to various
microparticles, including polymers.[86]

These supported catalysts enabled autono-
mous swimming motion of particles by
converting hydrogen peroxide as a fuel. In
a more elaborate design carbon nanotubes
were covalently modified with two
enzymes, catalase and glucose oxidase.[87]

The concerted action of these two enzymes,
converting glucose and generating oxygen,
induced autonomous movement of carbon
nanotube aggregates in water, albeit with
no control over directionality.

Although still rather remote from
nano-propulsion systems carrying loads
under physiological conditions in a highly
controlled manner, our catalytic propul-
sion systems and related designs will likely
guide the molecular motorist on a “fantastic
voyage” in the world of autonomous oper-
ating molecular machines.

Concluding Remarks

The development of molecular motors
arguably offers a fine starting point for the
construction of soft robotics, smart materi-
als and molecular machines. Our ability to
design, use and control motor-like func-
tions at the molecular level sets the stage
for numerous dynamic molecular systems.
Starting with the “synthesis of function”
our focus was to program molecules by
incorporating responsive and adaptive
properties and being able to control
motion. Molecular information systems,
responsive materials, smart surfaces and
coating, self-healing materials, delivery
systems, precision therapeutics, adaptive
catalysts, roving sensors, soft robotics,
nanoscale energy converters and molecular
machines are just a small fraction of
systems where fascinating discoveries can
be expected and where the ability to
control dynamic functions will be essential.
The practitioner of the art of building small
will have to reach out to new levels of
sophistication when dealing with complex
dynamic molecular systems. In this
endeavor, while trying to imagine the
unimaginable, NatureQs motors and
machines can to some extent guide the

molecular explorer. However, at the start of our next journey
we should not forget the words of Leonardo da Vinci,[89]

“Where Nature finishes producing its own species man
begins, with the help of Nature, to create an infinity of species”.

Figure 11. Chemical driven rotary and translational motion. a) Biaryl-based 4-step unidirec-
tional rotary motor. b) Pd-mediated rotation in biaryl. c) Catalytic nanotube propulsion
system powered by glucose.
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Biography

It is a great privilege to be able to stand on the shoulders
of the giants of chemistry and in doing so experience the
marvels of the molecular world and provide “challenges for
our youth, dreams for the people, and opportunities for
industry”. For me being a scientist engaged in designing new
molecules and chemical systems is a life-long “adventure into
the unknown”, entering an uncharted territory of astonishing
beauty, surprises and amazing perspectives. Over the past
decades on many occasions we have lost track on our
intended journeys, reaching places in chemical space we
could never have imagined. On these occasions, one of my
heroes, Abel Tasman, comes to mind. Several hundred years
ago, Tasman, an adventurer, departed from a small village
close to where we live, sailed in a primitive wooden ship to the
edge of the known world, lost his bearings and as a conse-
quence made the serendipitous discovery of what we now call
Tasmania and New Zealand. From the outset of my academic
studies as a young adult I ventured on an unexpected odyssey
into chiral space, however my fascination for the unknown,
for “exploring beyond the border”, began in my childhood.

The Early Days

In 1866, my grandfather, then 3 years old, moved with his
family, poor Roman Catholic buckwheat farmers from Ems-
land, a few miles across the German–Dutch border to settle in
the great Bourtanger moor; a vast, largely uninhabited and
remote area in the northeastern part of the Netherlands. The
two main reasons for these “Siedler” to build a living in this
desolate area was a lack of fertile soil and the threat of
conscription into the Prussian army. It was in that same year
that the Kingdom of Hanover was dissolved. They were
among the founding families of the village of Barger-
Compascuum. Starting in primitive turf houses, they slowly
established themselves by farming and digging peat. The

rather harsh living conditions imbued the family with a strong
work ethic, being independent and self-supportive and with
a strong desire for knowledge, which we also experienced in
our childhood. My father Geert Feringa, who was the
youngest of the family of ten, ran the farm while being
involved in village community organizations including the
local bank, school and church councils. The family of my
mother Elizabeth Hake has a similar background also
originating from the border region. Facing poverty the
whole family of her ancestors decided to emigrate to the
USA in the 1800s except for the youngest son who became the
first headmaster of the elementary school in Hebelemeer,
a German village close to where we lived. Her parents also
moved across the border reclaiming land and my mother grew
up at their farm as the eldest of a family of ten.

My parents married in 1949 and I was born in 1951 as the
second of ten children. I cannot remember that I ever left the
village during my early youth; most of the first 10 years I
spent within 800 meter of the border (except while attending
school). The farm and the vast wilderness just behind our
fields being my world and that of my brothers and sisters as
well as the dozens of nephews and nieces that formed our
community. This playground definitively stimulated my
imagination, sense of team work and desire to explore.
Crossing the border behind our farm was always a hard to
resist adventure and the wilderness on the other side provided
many unexpected engagements and findings. Our family was
largely self-supporting with animals for milk, eggs and meat,
peat for heating, a water well, and a large garden for
vegetables and fruit, the latter being my motherQs pride and
joy. There were no luxuries but we were comfortable and to
this day, I am amazed at how she managed to feed all ten of us
with an abundance of healthy food even throughout the
winter. From an early age each of us had our own tasks, and as
I grew, I tended the chickens, helped in the garden and latter
would cut peat for the stove. Observing the behavior of
animals, growing three meter tall sunflowers, questioning the
origin of peat without doubt stimulated greatly my inexorable
desire for knowledge.

Figure 12. The farmhouse of my grandparents around 1900, the farm I
was raised and my parents.
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Basic and High School Education

I am extremely grateful to my elementary school teachers,
who provided us with a solid primary education. My life long
appreciation of history and geography started with their
accounts while covering these topics, which was further
stimulated by the fascinating stories told by my father and
uncles during long-winter evening gatherings at the farm.
Being asked frequently why “playing with molecules is so
much fun” and the proper answer is perhaps that I am striving
to fill the gap in my early education left by fact that I did not
attend a kindergarten. Both of my parents had little more
than elementary school education but they were nevertheless
top of their classes and on the occasions that I failed to deliver
the proper answer to the headmaster, he would remind me
that my mother would have known the answer. Our parents
were certainly role models for learning and encouraged us to
seize opportunities absent to them in a remote farmerQs
community in the pre-war period. It may be hard but we
should remember that there were no TVs, PCs or smart-
phones; but there were certainly books at home or in the local
church library that we could reach for in our search for
knowledge.

The next step in my education was to attend the Katholiek
Drents College, a secondary education called the HBS, which
was held in high esteem in the Netherlands. I had the good
fortune to attend a rather small school with a team of
excellent academically trained young teachers covering
a wide range of topics. Confronted with biology, mathematics,
physics, and chemistry, a new world opened for me fueling my
thirst to know how and why. I remember vividly that most of
our teachers could address topics beyond the textbook and
put the material we had to learn in a broader context.

Our chemistry teacher, Op de Weegh, was an exceptional
inspiration, always eager to challenge us. In the later part of
my high school education, when the next step in academic
education was approaching, he was particularly influential in
my decision to do chemistry. Although mathematics was my
most successful subject, the fact that in chemistry you could

experience color, odor or beautiful crystals and see practi-
cality ranging from fertilizer to drugs were decisive factors. At
a recent reunion of my high school, talking to my chemistry
teacher reminded me of one of his sayings: “I wish every child
in his or her life at least one excellent teacher”. I had the good
fortune to have several! Cycling 15 km every day to school
with my friends—there was no public transport—also gave
room for intense debates, sharpening our minds. This was also
the time that I started to play for the local soccer team, and
although I was a player of modest talent, and digressed for
a few years playing handball, I have enjoyed playing soccer
for a long period extending well into my academic career.
Perhaps the best gift of my high school education was that I
learned to appreciate many disciplines.

A perhaps unexpected influence during my late high
school/early university studies, that wild period of the student
revolts and social upheaval, were the endless discussions at
home among my brothers and sisters. Our Sunday debates on
topics ranging from world politics to inventions, religion, and
human behavior are still vividly remembered by all of us. Let
me not conclude describing this period without mentioning
perhaps the single most influential person. I always bore the
desire to become a farmer; but had the good sense to follow
my fatherQs wise advice to study first and only later, perhaps,
reconsider my options. As a consequence I spent most of the
long summer holidays during high school and University
working alongside my father on the farm. He shared with me
a wonder and admiration for the natural world, the wonder of
ears of wheat growing from a tiny seed, the beautiful colors of
the flowers in the fields, and cows giving birth to their
offspring. Such wonder alleviated the muscle ache that
followed the solid dayQs work and while we were puzzled by
the shape of clouds or the flow of water, and as we struggled
with the nature of gravity, it invariably guided us back to our
work with the soil.

Figure 13. The family in the 1970s

Figure 14. Me with my chemistry teacher G. Op de Weegh at a recent
reunion of our high school.
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University Education

I entered the University of Groningen as a major in
chemistry in 1969 and I quickly learned to appreciate the
academic environment, the various aspects of student life and
the many hours of demanding courses and lab work. Two
factors I consider of major importance for this period of my
undergraduate education. First, we were the first cohort of
students to work in our then brand new laboratories; we take
pride in being a part of that community. Second, several of our
professors were either US citizens or trained in the USA and
they challenged us—we felt their sense of expectation. They
had modelled the chemistry department after top US
institutes and the rather unique spirit did not go unnoticed.
My real love for synthetic chemistry started in my third year
when I had my first opportunity to work on a short research
topic. I hold fondly the memory of the exhilaration that I felt
making my first new compound—a compound never pre-
pared anywhere in the world. My next experience of research
was a period in the inorganic department were I learned to
handle the most air and moisture sensitive early transition
organometallic reagents in particular organotitanium com-
pounds. Every time I see a nice painted wall the vivid memory
of a leaking seal of the Schlenk flask, with oxygen slowly
creeping in, springs to mind.

My decision to carry out my masters research I think says
a lot about my character then. I had declined a project
proposal from a chemistry professor who had indicated that
prior to working on that topic I should do a lot of routine
measurements, as “the problem was too difficult for me”. I
was eager to be challenged and was fortunate that another
professor, Hans Wijnberg struck the right cord by providing
a topic that had no prior art whatsoever. Asymmetric
coupling of phenols; how to couple two radicals generating
axial chirality, as in BINOL? I started exploring Fe-analogs of
chiral camphor-based diketonate ligands, reported in 1974 by
George Whitesides for his chiral europium NMR shift
reagents. Although during my masters research I failed to
accomplish the asymmetric coupling of 2-naphthol it was
rewarding that ultimately during my PhD studies I was able to
realize BINOL formation with 16 % optical purity using
a chiral copper amine complex as oxidant. These were the
years that I became fascinated by stereochemistry not in the
least by the excitement that arose in the field as a result of
many amazing discoveries in asymmetric catalysis. The
general interest in the group on fundamental aspects of
stereochemistry ranging from ORD and CD spectroscopy,
absolute configuration and absolute asymmetric synthesis to
enantiomers lacking optical activity and the pioneering work
on asymmetric organocatalysis using cinchona alkaloids was
a fertile learning environment. It was also important that
numerous prominent (stereo-)chemists among them Sharp-
less, Eliel, Barton, Turro and Kagan visited Groningen during
that period and we were strongly encouraged to discuss with
these great scientists. I continued my PhD studies in the
Wijnberg group and discovered among others small differ-
ences in selectivity between a racemic mixture and pure
enantiomers in stoichiometric reactions. We named this
phenomenon the antipodal effect and, although our initial

submission met with disbelief from the referees, ultimately
our work was published. Much to our delight, 10 years later,
Henri Kagan demonstrated that related phenomena occur in
catalytic reactions and formed the basis for the now widely
accepted non-linear effects.

Perhaps the most decisive moment in regard to my later
career was the design of chiral overcrowded alkenes that did
not bear a stereogenic center but for which both the cis and
trans stereoisomers consisted of enantiomeric pairs. The idea
was rather simple; if a biaryl can be chiral due to hindered
rotation around a single bond the question arose “can an
olefin form a stable homochiral compound exclusively due to
torsion around the double bond”? Taking advantage of the
then newly discovered McMurry coupling of ketones, the
chiral overcrowded alkenes were indeed prepared and
reported in JACS 1976. How could I have realized at that
moment that this discovery would later form the basis for our
chiroptical molecular switches and our unidirectional rotary
motors. In retrospect the PhD period provided me with the
essential atmosphere for discovery in which we were encour-
aged to question conventions and break paradigms. My fellow
students, in particular Bert (EW) Meijer, Kees Hummelen
and Henk Hiemstra, who have each made prominent
academic careers over the past decades, greatly added to
the stimulating and challenging atmosphere in the group. The
summer of 1977 was another highly important period in my
career when I was dispatched to the US to attend the Organic
Symposium in Morgantown, WA. Hans Wijnberg introduced
me to many distinguished chemists but I was most impressed
by the superb 2 h 20 min (a rather short lecture I was
informed) evening lecture by the great Prof. R. B. Woodward.
As my mentor had also arranged for me to make a short
lecture tour, I had the privilege to give presentations about
my PhD work at Penn State and Cornell among others and
Princeton where I had also the opportunity to discuss
stereochemistry with my hero Kurt Mislow. After my
American journey, I was convinced that my next step was
postdoctoral research in the US. But as is so often the case in
life our journeys can take unexpected detours.

Figure 15. My mentor and PhD supervisor Professor Hans Wijnberg.
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The Shell Period

In the months writing up my thesis work I realized that
national service, then compulsory in the Netherlands, would
inevitably quench any dreams of a postdoctoral adventure. By
good fortune, I was offered a position at the Royal Dutch
Shell Research Laboratories (KSLA) in Amsterdam, that,
because of my expertise in stereochemistry, exempted me
from active military service and provided the next best thing
to a Postdoc period in the US; as a young academic I was
entering a highly prestigious corporate research institute,
comparable to Bell labs or DuPont central research, with
a worldwide reputation in catalysis. Indeed I experienced an
amazing exposure to both fundamental and applied catalysis
research during my 6.5 years at Shell. Most of my own
research focused then on catalytic oxidations and novel ligand
and catalyst design. In my first months, I shared an office with
David Reinhoudt whom introduced me to the then rapidly
emerging field of supramolecular chemistry. Although I was
working on fundamental problems in catalysis, for instance
photo-redox catalysis, I strongly benefitted from the inter-
action with process chemists also. The exposure to numerous
industrial relevant projects provided me with important
insights that have helped to shape my future collaborative
research projects, as well as in teaching our students, the
majority of whom would enter industrial careers. Definitively,
my later projects on asymmetric catalysis and phosphorami-
dites with DSM, catalytic oxidations with Unilever and liquid
crystals with Philips over the past decades, were partly rooted
in my industrial research period at Shell.

Apart from the KSLA period, I spent nearly 1.5 years at
Shell Biosciences center in Sittingbourne, Kent, UK working
on herbicides. This period was equally fascinating discussing
with biochemists and plant physiologists among others.
Immersion in total synthesis and chemical biology further
stimulated my admiration for the power of synthetic chemis-
try to create and the unlimited opportunities presented by
molecular design. Equally stimulating were regular meetings
with Sir John Cornforth and members the British chemical
community. Following my return to Shell Amsterdam and the
catalysis group of Piet van Leeuwen I realized that reading
the latest discoveries in the prime chemistry journals still
inspired me more than delving into industrial problems. When
I was approached in 1984 by my Alma Mater to consider
a junior faculty position in the chemistry department, there
was no hesitation. The fact that in that year I had married my
wife Betty, who then lived in Groningen and was employed by
the University Medical Center there, made the decision even
easier.

University of Groningen

My research program over subsequent years was based
firmly in synthetic organic and physical organic chemistry and
although it developed along two main lines, catalysis and
molecular switches, stereochemistry remained the overarch-
ing theme. Exploring chiral space regularly provided fasci-
nating surprises, be it a novel method to determine enantio-

mer excess without an external source of chirality, chiral
amplification through sublimation, or DNA-based asymmet-
ric catalysis (together with Gerard Roelfes).

Catalytic oxidation is key to many of the worldQs most
important industrial processes and confronted with the
challenge to design selective oxidation processes we focused
on anti-Markovnikov Wacker oxidation and non-heme iron-
and manganese-based catalytic systems. As part of these
programs I enjoyed superb cooperation with Larry Que
(Univ. Minnesota), Ronald Hage (Unilever/Catexel) and
Wesley Browne (Univ. Groningen) over many years. Building
my research team in the late 80s, I became intrigued by the
lack of a highly enantioselective method for conjugate
addition of organometallic (alkyl-zinc and copper) reagents.
The introduction of chiral phosphoramidites as a novel
privileged class of chiral ligands in asymmetric catalysis
resulted ultimately (in 1996) in the 1,4-addition of organozinc
reagents with synthetically useful enantioselectivities. From
this period on I had the privilege to work together on highly
successful projects with my close colleagues Adri Minnaard
and Suzy Harutyunyan, focusing on challenging total synthe-
ses and equally challenging problems in asymmetric catalysis.
It took another 8 years before we succeeded in taming
Grignard reagents for similar conjugate additions and allylic
substitutions; the key was to go deep and understand at
a mechanistic level both the catalyst and the reaction as
a whole. Spurred on by this success, finally, after 20 years of
effort, we were able to achieve catalytic asymmetric C@C
bond formation with the notoriously reactive organolithum
reagents. Controlling aggregation behavior and applying well
defined copper complexes provided the long-awaited solu-
tion. This was the stepping stone for our current program on
ultrafast organolithium cross coupling.

I was appointed as full professor in 1987, succeeding my
scientific father Hans Wijnberg in 1988 and gave my inaugural
public lecture at the University of Groningen (the academic
oratie is a fine Dutch tradition) in 1989 entitled “Order and
Dynamics in Synthesis”. The discussion on that occasion
among others centered on “intelligent molecules”, I pondered
on how far we could go in building functional molecules that
were designed to perform specific tasks ultimately creating
tiny molecular robots.

This event was the starting point for over 25 years of work
on molecular switches and motors. The basic idea was to
design molecular information storage materials taking
advantage of the dormant overcrowded alkene switches
from my PhD period. The excellent switching properties
(photo-bistability) and inherent chirality (for non-destructive
read-out) were decisive factors that enabled the birth of an
entire class of chiroptical molecular switches. The merging of
synthesis with mechanistic studies, photochemistry, materials
chemistry and spectroscopy, in close cooperation with Wesley
Browne, attracted students with distinct training and exper-
tise who beyond doubt were highly influential in our
discussions and approaches taken during the next two
decades. An important collaboration on the absolute config-
uration of chiral overcrowded alkenes was started with
Noboyuki Harada in Sendai. We extended our program on
photo-switches to control biosystems such as MscL protein
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channels and SecY protein transporters (with biochemist
Armagan Kocer and molecular microbiologist Arnold Dries-
sen, respectively). As our research slowly evolved from
molecules into dynamic molecular systems we worked on
control of organization along different length scales that is,
gels, polymers and liquid crystals. The studies on chiroptical
switches cumulated in the discovery of our light-driven
unidirectional rotary motor, reported in 1999. This was also
the starting point for the design of several generations of
motors, surface anchored rotary motors and motor-based
liquid crystals (in cooperation with Dick Broer, then at Philips
research). Being a member of both the Stratingh Institute for
Chemistry and the Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials
at the University of Groningen was a major advantage
providing access to a wide range of facilities (in particular for
surface characterization) and highly beneficial to my students
working on these multifaceted problems. The Spinoza grant
was the immediate reason for the design of a four-wheel drive
molecular car tackling the fundamental challenge of how to
convert rotary molecular motion into translational motion
across a surface. After 7 years we succeeded in close
cooperation with Kalle Ernst at EMPA, Zurich. These were
fascinating years for my “motor-team” as we designed single
motors that could move in both directions, motors powered by
visible light, multitasking chiral catalyst and self-assembled
nanostructures based on rotary motors among others. In
hindsight probably the most memorable event in all these
years was the direct observation by the naked eye of a micro-
object rotating, while floating on a soft liquid crystal surface,
by a light-driven motor.

I had the pleasure to spend a major part of my life at the
University of GroningenQs Chemistry Department with fine
colleagues and an open border-free atmosphere encouraging
students to cooperate and staff to discuss and work together. I
enjoyed working with my group on diverse chemical problems
stimulating creativity and cooperation with ample opportu-
nities to learn and explore beyond our comfort zone. It was
indeed a privilege to join my highly talented students on
a fascinating journey into the largely uncharted territory of
molecular motors and machines.

The long tradition of spending a week each year with my
whole group abroad visiting industry and another University

or research institute is highly valued. This “workweek” with
student organized lectures ranging from industrial innovation,
ethics, chemical warfare to molecular cooking, joint symposia
and sports and pub events greatly stimulated a fine team
spirit.

Shortly after my appointment in Groningen, Betty and I
decided to move to the village of Paterswolde just south of
Groningen giving us both the chance to enjoy a decent daily
cycle to and from our respective workplaces. “Moving in
Flatland” in the north of the Netherlands of course gives
plenty of time each day to think about the three-dimensional
puzzles that we were facing in the lab. Just as memorable have
been the annual BBQQs in our garden when the whole group
gathers together (often during European and World Cup
Soccer events) and the many PhD graduations, for which we
have the tradition of making a movie about the candidates
time to ensure that their many unexpected talents in and out
of the lab are remembered.

I enjoy long-distance skating and as a farmerQs son it is
a delight to have our own piece of land with a meadow, horse
and vegetable garden which allows me not only to exercise in

Figure 16. Betty and our three daughters at younger age. Figure 17. The Feringa group at a sports event during the yearly
Workweek in the 90s.

Figure 18. Betty, our daughters Femke, Hannah and Emma and son in
law Jorrit at a recent ceremony when I received a Royal decoration.
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the weekends but never loose contact with Nature. Our three
daughters shared the enthusiasm for learning and sports.
Femke, a cell biologist, is in the final year of her PhD studies
at the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI), Hannah just
started a PhD in the area of food allergies at the Utrecht
University Medical Center and Emma is a master student in
movement sciences at the Free University of Amsterdam. The
week of skiing in the Swiss Alps every winter and the sailing
events on the Frisian lakes each summer provide ample
opportunity for challenges beyond chemistry and are very
precious moments with Betty and the children. I am
extremely happy to have experienced great support during
my entire career from my family and that they tolerating me
being distracted by “crazy molecules” at unexpected
moments. Betty always reminds us of my passion “Being
a scientist is a way of life”. I could not agree more and I am
grateful that she was and is always alongside me on our
journey.
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